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A collection born 
from the depths of the Earth

QUARZ STONE

Rock crystal

A collection with spectacular quartz details. Quartz is a precious stone 
from igneous rocks that crystallises deep from volcanic magma. 

Born from the deepest nature, quartz is a stone of extraordinary 
strength, ranking third in the world in terms of hardness and strength.

Gemstones such as quartz exhibit special and very striking optical 
phenomena such as iridescence, a multi-coloured effect; asterism, star 
effect; and it is admired mainly for its display of Chatoyance, a unique 

silky lustre.

Innate decorative character

It is a spectacular stone for its aesthetic appearance, offering a very 
striking image to decorate the home.

It has been used since ancient times by the Egyptians, Phoenicians, 
Shaman Indians, Celts, among others. It is related to harmony and 

balance. According to the mystical beliefs of society, this spectacular 
stone has spiritual benefits.



MAGMA ROCK

MAGMA 
CHATOYANCE

MAGMA
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MAGMA
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072001.000.50

072016.000.50

072019.000.50

MAGMA handle

072021.000.50

072077.000.50

I  MAGMA
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MAGMA ROCK
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MAGMA ROCK shows an 
attractive and explosive version 
of this exclusive collection.

Its handle has been designed 
completely smooth to highlight 
the hexagonal shapes generated 
in the precious hand-cut stone. Its 
carvings enhance its asterism effect 
characterised by its striking star 
effect details.

This design is undoubtedly a nod to 
fine jewellery transferred to everyday 
objects to decorate and enjoy every 
day.

MAGMA 
ROCK

I  MAGMA ROCK
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MAGMA ROCK
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072221.QZP.50 
072221.QZ0.50

072216.QZP.50 
072216.QZ0.50 

MAGMA ROCK knob

072201.QZP.50   
072201.QZ0.50

072275.QZP.50 
072275.QZ0.50 

I  MAGMA ROCK

Note: The color of quartz may vary slightly due to the fact that it is a natural stone and no two stones are exactly alike, which makes them unique. 
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072219.QZ0.50
072219.QZP.50



I  MAGMA ROCK



I  MAGMA ROCK



MAGMA CHATOYANCE

I  MAGMA CHATOYANCE
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MAGMA CHATOYANCE offers a 
romantic and delicate vision of this 
exquisite collection. 

Its rounded handle and knob conceal 
small and perfectly aligned pearls 
that decorate this delicate bathroom 
jewellery.

The crystallised and polished quartz 
stone reveals a multi-coloured effect 
and a marvellous Chatoyance effect, 
which gives its name to this line, with 
a unique silky shine and appearance 
that encourages caressing.

MAGMA 
CHATOYANCE

I  MAGMA CHATOYANCE
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MAGMA CHATOYANCE
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072201.QT0.50 
072201.QTP.50

072216.QT0.50
072216.QTP.50

072219.QTP.50 MAGMA CHATOYANCE knob

072221.QT0.50
072221.QTP.50

072275.QT0.50 
072275.QTP.50

I  MAGMA CHATOYANCE

Note: The color of quartz may vary slightly due to the fact that it is a natural stone and no two stones are exactly alike, which makes them unique. 
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072219.QT0.50



I  MAGMA CHATOYANCE



I  MAGMA CHATOYANCE



Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.
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072001.000.** 072021.000.**

072073.000.** 072072.000.**072019.000.**

Three holes basin set Three holes bidet set

Towel ring Towel rail 600mmShower mixer with knob

Five holes bath set with hand shower

Robe hook

072016.000.**

072075.000.** 072077.000.**
Toilet paper holder Wall toothbrush holderSoap holder

072080.000.**072078.000.**

Magma handle
design #1

072086.000.**
Wall soap dispenser

Magma accessories

Toilet brush holder Spare toilet paper holder
072085.000.**072084.000.**
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072201.QZ0.**
072201.QZP.**

Three holes basin set with
quartz stone 

Magma Rock knob
Quartz Stone

Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.
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072216.QZ0.**
072216.QZP.**

072219.QZ0.**
072219.QZ0.**

072275.QZ0.**
072275.QZP.**

072277.QZ0.**
072277.QZP.**

072272.QZ0.**
072272.QZP.**

072280.QZ0.**
072280.QZP.**

072284.QZ0.**
072284.QZP.**

072286.QZ0.**
072286.QZP.**

Five holes bath set with hand 
shower and quartz stone

Shower mixer with hand shower 
and quartz stone

Robe hook with 
quartz stone

Toilet paper holder with 
quartz stone

Towel rail 600mm with 
quartz stone

Wall toothbrush holder with 
quartz stone

Toilet brush holder with 
quartz stone

Wall soap dispenser with 
quartz stone

Towel ring with 
quartz stone

Spare toilet paper holder with 
quartz stone

072273.QZ0.**
072273.QZP.**

072285.QZ0.**
072285.QZP.**

Three holes bidet set with
quartz stone

072221.QZ0.**
072221.QZP.**

Magma Rock
accessories 
Quartz Stone
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072278.QZ0.**
072278.QZP.**

Soap holder with 
quartz stone



Pictures are shown in black-and-white. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.
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072201.QT0.**
072201.QTP.**

072221.QT0.**
072221.QTP.**

072273.QT0.**
072273.QTP.**

072272.QT0.**
072272.QTP.**

072219.QT0.**
072219.QTP.**

Three holes basin set with
quartz stone

Three holes bidet set with
quartz stone

Towel ring with
quartz stone

Towel rail 600mm with
quartz stone

Shower mixer with knob
and quartz stone

Five holes bath set with hand 
shower and quartz stone

Robe hook with
quartz stone

072216.QT0.**
072216.QTP.**

072275.QT0.**
072275.QTP.**

072277.QT0.**
072277.QTP.**

Toilet paper holder with
quartz stone

Wall toothbrush holder with
quartz stone

Soap holder with
quartz stone

072280.QT0.**
072280.QTP.**

072278.QT0.**
072278.QTP.**

Magma chatoyance
knob
Quartz Stone

072286.QT0.**
072286.QTP.**

Wall soap dispenser
with quartz stone

Magma Chatoyance 
accessories 

Toilet brush holder with
quartz stone

Spare toilet paper holder with
quartz stone

072285.QT0.**
072285.QTP.**

072284.QT0.**
072284.QTP.**
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Quartz Stone



MATERIALS

** FINISH RECOMMENDED

Brass White Quartz Stone Rose Quartz Stone

00/01
Gold 24K

50
Chrome

Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.



DISCOVER 
MAGMA COLLECTION
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